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The structure of the presentation

• Simplificated scenarios for digital working life 
• ”This time is different” 
• ”This time is NO different” 
• Critical evaluation  

• Basic income and digital working life 
• Does BI address the most probable risks of the digital 

economy? 
• Does the digital working life make BI politically more feasible? 

• Conclusions



Renaissance of basic income discussion

• extensive, global discussion on the possible 
implications of digital technologies and AI for labour 
• consensus: big changes ahead, routine and predictable jobs/

tasks at threat, flexible labour with social skills in demand  
• however, long-term estimates polarised  

• has led to renaissance of BI discussion in several 
countries 
• referendum in Switzerland; venture capitalists in the US 
• not the first time: BI discussion due to automation forecasts 

since the 1960s 
• in Finland emphasis on how to remove disincentives in social 

security and increase labour supply (i.e. opposite)



This time is different scenario: occupation-
based approach 

• Frey & Osborne (2013): 47% of the jobs in the US 
will be at high risk of computerisation over the 
next two decades  
• look at average content of 702 occupations at a 

technological level 
• low-paid and low-education jobs the most threatened 

• Pajarinen & Rouvinen (2014): 35.7% of the jobs in 
Finland 

• Bruegel (2014): 54% of EU jobs 



This time is different scenario: general 
arguments

• exponential and stable development (Moore’s law)  
• machines can handle more demanding manual AND cognitive 

tasks 
− i.e. less tasks for people 

• no time for labour to adjust by education 
− particularly hard times for low-educated persons  

• co-operation with machines temporary 

• no ”iron law” that new jobs will be generated 
• new production more capital intensive 
• The Great Decoupling: productivity rises, employment not 

• digital organisation of work: platform economy 
dismantles work into smaller cells



This time is NO different scenario: task-based 
approach

• tasks within each occupation vary greatly, e.g. 
secretary 

• Arntz, Gregory & Zierahn (2016): 9% of jobs on 
average are at high risk of being automated in 
OECD countries, 7% in Finland 
• not interested in the average content of all jobs in each 

occupation, but the task content of individual jobs (task-
based approach) 

• however, task content may change drastically 
• Chui, Manyika & Miremadi (2015): 47% of current tasks and 

fewer 5% of jobs can be automated using current 
technology 



This time is NO different: general arguments

• historical evidence and false prophets 
• basic logic: increasing productivity leads into declining 

prices and expansion of innovation-based sectors which 
creates new demand for labour 

• task-based approach suggest more co-operation with 
machines 
• occupations may also re-organise 

• political (e.g. unions/labour parties) and social factors 
(ethics of care), regulation (laws), organisational 
structures, faltering technological development (e.g. 
driverless cars) 

• weak aggregate demand and austerity policies?



Implications of the digital working life 
according to the ideal scenarios

• This time is different: mass unemployment, harsh 
competition over the jobs left, declining salaries, 
unstable economy, increasing inequality, indebted 
households, breaking social cohesion, social issues 
• solution: BI 

• This time is NO different: technological 
unemployment in the short- or mid-term, better 
jobs, higher salaries 
• solution: education



Critical evaluation 1/2

• interaction between technology, macroeconomics, social and 
political players is a crucial factor 

• assessing the risks in the long-term is inaccurate 
• since at a technological level many tasks/jobs can be 

automated, at the very least short- and mid-term disruptions 
in labour markets expected 
• however, risky to exclude other scenarios 

• unemployment and more harsh competition on the jobs are 
expected to lead into declining salaries 

• since the current macro-economic situation is unstable, even 
smaller disruptions would create major challenges at both 
micro and macro level of the economy 

 



Critical evaluation 2/2

• if people earn less income, that translates into less 
consumption and less profits for businesses   
• firms do not invest and people change their consumption in relation to 

their expectation of long-term incomes (permanent income hypothesis) 

• consumption based on private debt only not a sustainable 
strategy if future financial crises are to be prevented  

• earlier studies imply that the risk of increasing inequality 
(Winner-Take-It-All) is also a risk of more unstable economy  

• consumption based on private debt only not a sustainable 
strategy if future financial crises are to be prevented  

• unemployment, in-work poverty, increasing inequality and 
even more indebted households are by themselves serious 
social problems 



Designing digital working life policies

• my thesis: 
• if technological unemployment and precarious jobs 

increase even in the short- and mid-term, social policy 
need to be connected to labour market policies more 
closely 

• critical point: How can macro-economic stability and 
labour market flexibility be secured in a socially 
sustainable manner? 

• How basic income address this question?  

• however, basic income also seen as a 
”revolutionary” tool



Assessing BI: Macro-economic stability

• someone needs to buy the products 
• THE argument: BI guarantees sufficient purchase power 
• to do so, BI needs to increase disposable income 
• three options: 1) BI increases the level of social security 2) BI 

makes work always pay 3) BI improves worker’s negotiation 
power 

• 1) expensive option in advanced welfare states 2) Finnish 
microsimulations do not approve 3) different opinions 

• BI as a macroeconomic stabiliser has serious limitations 
• however, if funding options are revised (e.g. functional finance, 

robot taxes), then perhaps  



Assessing BI: Labour market flexibility

• the need for more flexible labour mobility 
emphasised by many 

• THE argument: BI increases labour market flexibility 
• How the flexibility might increase? 1) no means- or income-

testing = less delays and reporting obligations = incentive to 
work as a part-time basis or go into self-employment 2) 
incentive for entrepreneurship 3) incentive for life-long 
learning  

• BI would be more flexible than the current means-
tested systems 
• however, not necessarily the only option: taper rates, EITC, 

less means- and income-testing etc.



Assessing revolutionary BI: Re-distribution of 
work

• many visionaries would like to see re-distribution 
of work combined with BI 
• Keynes (1930): 3 hour working days in 2030, ”the economic 

problem solved” 

• in the light of history and experiments, shorter 
hours+BI combination reasonable 
• if low-paid jobs redistributed, BI necessary to guarantee 

adequate income 

• however: mainstream economists oppose, 
threatens competitiveness = serious political 
obstacles  



Assessing revolutionary BI: re-conceptualising 
work

• GDP critised as an inadequate indicator 
• feminist criticism for decades, now digital criticism 
• THE argument: BI would enable co-operatives, voluntary 

work, peer production and independent knowledge or culture 
work to flourish  
• pay for unpaid work 
• similar to the idea of participation income 
• gender roles? 

• if insecurity increases, it is probable that people become 
active outside paid employment 

• Are there any choices for the ”labourist trap”? 
• escaping the labourist trap not the most probable scenario in the 

current context   



Conclusions

• BI does not automatically stabilise economy, but could 
increase labour market flexibility 
• however, BI is not the only option to increase flexibility 
• i.e. this argument may not increase BI’s political feasibility 

• ”revolutionary” arguments are relevant if unemployment 
increases substantially and ”the economic problem” will be 
solved (i.e. productivity increases substantially) 
• this is not inevitably the case in the long term 
• however, if ”this time is different”, the revolutionary arguments may 

be THE arguments for BI 
• the discussion on the implications of the digital economy for 

labour has made BI politically more feasible option, but still 
not the only option



The difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in 
escaping from the old ones, which ramify, for those 

brought up as most of us have been, into every 
corner of our minds.  

–John Maynard Keynes (1936) 


